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A. Administrative
1. Title
2. Requester’s name

3.
4.
5.
6.

Requester type :
Submission date :
Requester’s reference
(Choose one of the following)
This is a complete proposal
Or
More information will be provided later :

Proposal for additional character
Department of Information
Technology,
Ministry of Communications & IT,
Government of India
Member Body (Institutional Member)
Nov. 4, 2006
Complete proposal

B. Technical
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Choose one of the following :
a. This proposal is for a new script :
Proposed Name of the Script :

No.

b. The proposal is for addition of
characters (s) to an existing block

Yes

c. Name of the existing block :
Number of Characters in Proposal
Proposed category
Proposed level of implementation.
Is a rational provided for the choice?
If yes, reference :

Devanagari
One
contemporary
To be encoded as new character in
devanagari code page for use in Dogri,
Maithili and Bodo

Is a repertoire including character names Yes. Attached file
provided?
a.

b

If yes, are the names in accordance
with the ‘character naming
guidelines in Annex L of ISO/IEC
10646 – 1: 2000?
Are the character shapes attached in

6.

7.

a legible form suitable for review?
Who will provide the appropriate Department of IT,
computerized font (ordered preference: Government of India
True Type or PostScript format) for
publishing the standard?
If available now, identify source(s) for the
font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site etc.)
and indicate the tools used:
References :
a. Are references (to other character Published
examples
have
been
sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts provided, if required more information
etc. provided)?
may be provided.
b. Are published examples of use
(such as samples from newspapers,
magazines, or other sources) of
proposed characters attached?

8.

Special encoding issues:

9.

Does the proposal address other aspects of
character data processing (if applicable)
such as input, presentation, sorting,
searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if
yes, please enclose information)?
Kindly refer to attached file
Additional information :
Submitters are invited to provide any
additional information about properties of
the proposed Character(s) or Script that
will assist in correct understanding of any
correct linguistic processing of the
proposed character(s) or script. Examples
of such properties are: casing information,
Numeric
information,
currency
information, Display behavior information
such as line breaks, widths etc.,
Combining behavior, Spacing behavior,
Directional behavior, Default Collation
behavior relevance in March up contexts,
Compatibility equivalence and other
Unicode
normalization
related
information.

Write-up provided (Attached file:
slata.)

C Technical – Justification
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Has this proposal for addition of
character(s) been submitted before?
(if YES explain
Has contact been made to members of the
user community (for example: National
Body, user groups of the script or
characters, other experts, etc.)?
Information on the user community for
the proposed characters (for example:
size,
demographics,
information
technology use, or publishing use) is
included?
The context of use for the proposed
characters (type of use; common or rare)
Are the proposed characters in current use
by the user community?
After giving due consideration to the
principles in Principles and Procedures
document (a WG 2 standing documents)
must the proposed characters be entirely
in the BMP?
Should the proposed characters be kept
together in a contiguous range (rather than
being scattered)?
Can any of the proposed characters be
considered a presentation form of an
existing character or character sequence?

No

Yes, the Representatives of Sahitya
Sabha, University Professors, National
book trust etc.
Students, Language experts, linguists,
IT experts, researchers, Professors,
state govts. and other users, publishing
industry, etc.
As per documentary evidence
submitted.
Yes
Yes

Yes

No
The additional character proposed is
“Swarbal” for Dogri, “Pralamban
Chinh” for Maithili and “GojoComa”
for Bodo
Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composted character
sequence of either existing characters or
other proposed characters?
Can any of the proposed character (s) be Visually it looks like Latin apostrophe
considered to be similar (in appearance or but it is a functional character in these
function) an existing character?
languages.
Does the proposal include use of No
combining characters and/ or use of
composite sequences.
Does the proposal contain characters with No
any special properties such as control
function or similar semantics?
Does the proposal contain any No
Ideographic compatibility character(s)?

Subject: Justification for additional character “Swarbal Chinha” for Dogri,
“Pralamban Chinh” for Maithili and “GojoComa” for Bodo in
Devanagari in Unicode

The specific requirements for new Constitutionally recognized Languages i.e. Dogri,
Bodo and Maithili are as below:

I.

Dogri

(a)

Requirement of Additional Character:

The use of Swarbal Chinha (new character) as a tone marker in Dogri is reflected in
the following examples and it is frequently used in Dogri.
कु’न (who), उ’ न (he/she oblique case), ख’ ल (down, below, under) etc

It needs to be taken care of by adding a new character Swarbal Chinha in Devanagari
Code Page because if Latin Apostrophe is used, the two serious implications could be
viz.

(i)

If Latin Apostrophe is to be used as a tone marker i.e. Swarbal Chinha,
the script needs to be changed every time. Since the usage of tone
marker in Dogri is very frequent, this will put the user in great
difficulty while entering the data.

(ii)

The use of punctuation marks in IDN is not allowed. Hence the
internationalization of IDN for these languages would require the
presence of this character in Devanagari Code Page. Otherwise, the
domain name registration of e-mail in Devanagari would be severely
inhibited. Since this is a constitutionally recognized Language, this
kind of compromised solution cannot be provided for domain name
registration and the Language is to be treated at par with all other

constitutionally recognized Languages. Hence there is a need to get
this character added in the Devanagari Code Page.

Additions to Devanagari Write-up in Unicode for Dogri:

(b)

Issues

to

be

mentioned in the specific write up for Dogri under the heading of other Languages in
Devanagari write up available in the Unicode under Section 9.1 are as under:
Dogri
The use of Latin apostrophe as syncopation marker is very frequent in Dogri
(i)

Use of Latin Apostrophe as syncopation marker:
 The syncopation marker could replace one or two characters (any character (s)
from the whole character set). For example :



In continuous aspect i.e. जा’रदा (जा करदा, going) , पढ़ा’रद (पढ़ा
करद , reading)



To conjunct case-mark with the subject i.e. मेरे’र (मेरे पर, on me) मेरे’नै
(मेरे क नै, with me)



To make syncopated forms of the verb
िज’या

(ii))

क नै द ’ऊं वग

Use of Swarbal Chinha as a tone marker:
The Dogri Language uses Latin Apostrophe as tone marker which needs to be

encoded in the Devanagari Code Page as a separate character (Swarbal Chinha) which is
used on short vowels to indicate the high falling tone for example:
कु’न (who), उ’ न (he/she oblique case), ख’ ल (down, below, under) etc
The use of Swarbal Chinha in Dogri is very frequent. Hence encoding in Devanagari
code page is essential.

II.

Maithili:

(a)

Requirement of additional character: Pralamban Chinh in Maithili is used to

denote prolonged pronunciation of short “अ ” as per examples given below:
कहाँ जा रहे हो ? - कत’ जा रहल छें ?
काम हो गया। - काज भ’ गेल।
The addition of Pralamban Chinh in the Devanagari Code Page is required to denote prolonged pronunciation is essential as per explanation given for Dogri due to the similar
requirements in both the cases.

Additions to Devanagari Write-up in Unicode for Maithili: Issues

(b)

to

be

mentioned in the specific write up for Maithili under the heading of other Languages in
Devanagari write up available in the Unicode under Section 9.1 are as under:

Maithili
(i) Use of Latin Apostrophe to denote truncation of words as per example given
below:
कत’ पड़ा’ गेल’? = कतए पड़ाए गेलह
“Where did you go away?”

(ii)

The use of Chandrabindoo is very frequent. Hence the rendering engines

should ensure that the Chandrabindoo does not merge in display in the following
situations:
काजेँ आएल छलहँु
राम केँ पढ़ाउ

जेँ जैँ िजँ जीँ जोँ जौँ

III.

BODO
a. Addition of GojoComa in Devanagari Code Page :
The GojoComa in Bodo is placed above the “Shirorekha” and is used as
tone marker to signify the tone of Devanagari

ओ.

In Bodo, Latin

Apostrophe is call “गोजौ कमा”.
Example : खर’- head, आख’ब- grain, बारग’- to escape, to be free. Hence,
there is a need to add a character called “गोजौ कमा” in line with the
justification for Dogri.

Bodo Samples

Dogri Samples

Maithili Samples

